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Ontologies are essential to make sense 
of online data repositories

Semantic Glue
In partnership with its users. Built specialist tools for annotation and ontology creation and management.
Consensus outweighs complexity
It doesn’t matter how simple/scruffy the ontology is, what counts is if everyone uses it.
It doesn’t matter how smart and complete the ontology is, it doesn’t count if no-one uses it.
Its so boriiinnnnnnggggggggg
Hendler Principle – a little semantics goes a long way.
SAEL - SOFG Anatomy Entry List.
Plenty of complexity if it can managed.
















Porphyry’s depiction of Aristotle’s Categories
Supreme genus:			SUBSTANCE
Subordinate genera:		     BODY		SPIRIT
Differentiae:		material		         immaterial
Differentiae:		animate		         inanimate
Differentiae:		sensitive		        insensitive
Subordinate genera:		    LIVING	              MINERAL
Proximate genera:			ANIMAL		PLANT
Species:				HUMAN		BEAST
Differentiae:		rational		       irrational
Individuals:		Socrates       Plato      Aristotle       …






What Is An Ontology?
	The study of being 
	A discipline co-opted by computer science 

	to enable the explicit specification of 
	Entities
	Properties and attributes of entities
	Relations among entities
	A theory that provides a common 

	vocabulary for an application 
	domain






A Portion of the OBO Library






Why develop an ontology?
	To share a common understanding of the entities in a given domain
	among people
	among software agents
	between people and software
	To enable reuse of data and information
	to avoid re-inventing the wheel
	to introduce standards to allow interoperability and automatic reasoning
	To create communities of researchers







Ontologies are just the beginning
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Why are people confused?
	There are multiple languages for developing ontologies
	There are multiple reasons for building ontologies
	There is no way to know by inspection which ontologies are well formed, useful, or correct







There are many languages, each with its own advocates
	DAG-Edit: Original langauge for the GO
	OBO-Edit: DAG-Edit on steroids
	Protégé frames:  Based on CLIPS and JESS
	UML:  From software engineering
	XML:  Great for marking up documents and data sets
	RDF(S):  XML syntax, with classes and relations
	OWL: A W3C “recommendation”










The Web Ontology Language (OWL)
	Comes in three flavors:
	OWL Lite (frame-based, like OBO-Edit)
	OWL DL (adds decription logic, permitting automatic classification)
	OWL Full (first-order logic and then some)
	Is rapidly being adopted for use in biomedical ontologies, including:
	NCI Thesaurus (cancer biology and oncology)
	MGED Ontology (DNA micro-array experiments)
	FuGO (functional genomics in the broadest sense)
	BioPAX (metabolic pathways)
	Constitutes the only real standard language for building ontologies at this point








Types of Ontologies
“Light” versus “heavy”
“Upper” versus “domain specific”
“Reference” versus “application-specific”













A Small Portion of ICD9-CM

	724	Unspecified disorders of the back
	724.0	Spinal stenosis, other than cervical
	724.00	Spinal stenosis, unspecified region
	724.01	Spinal stenosis, thoracic region
	724.02	Spinal stenosis, lumbar region
	724.09	Spinal stenosis, other
	724.1	Pain in thoracic spine
	724.2	Lumbago
	724.3	Sciatica
	724.4	Thoracic or lumbosacral neuritis
	724.5	Backache, unspecified
	724.6	Disorders of sacrum
	724.7	Disorders of coccyx
	724.70	Unspecified disorder of coccyx
	724.71	Hypermobility of coccyx
	724.71	Coccygodynia
	724.8	Other symptoms referable to back
	724.9	Other unspecified back disorders
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Classes and attributes in the FMA





Attributes of a class (here, “Esophagus”)






Types of Ontologies
“Light” versus “heavy”
“Upper” versus “domain specific”
“Reference” versus “application-specific”






Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO)












Why are people confused?
	There are multiple languages for developing ontologies
	There are multiple reasons for building ontologies
	There is no way to know by inspection which ontologies are well formed, useful, or correct







The problem:
	There are infinite distinctions that you can make about the world
	The distinctions that matter are the ones that relate to the task to be performed




Goals of Biomedical Ontologies
	To provide a classification of biomedical entities
	To summarize and annotate data
	To simplify the engineering of complex software systems
	To provide a formal specification of biomedical knowledge
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Summarization and 
annotation of data
	Biologists generally don’t care about modeling reality beyond their data
	Biologists care about 
	Making sense of terabytes of data
	Accessing and indexing data
	Comparing data sets with one another
	The goal is to create annotations that make distinctions about the data, not about the world








Goals of Biomedical Ontologies
	To provide a classification of biomedical entities
	To summarize and annotate data
	To simplify the engineering of complex software systems
	To provide a formal specification of biomedical knowledge








Engineering of complex software systems

	Object-oriented design and programming are well entrenched in current software-engineering practices
	OOP owes considerable legacy to frame-based knowledge-representation systems developed in AI in the 1970s
	Ontologies are now at the core of advanced software engineering

























Model-Directed Architecture
	Platform-independent UML model describes domain ontology
	Computer-Assisted Software Engineering tools perform transformation of UML model into program code
	Platform-independent models have potential to outlive particular software implementations







Goals of Biomedical Ontologies
	To provide a classification of biomedical entities
	To summarize and annotate data
	To simplify the engineering of complex software systems
	To provide a formal specification 
of biomedical knowledge















The Foundational Model of Anatomy





Formal specification of biomedical knowledge
	In the “information society,” there will be increasing motivation for representing human knowledge in machine-processable form
	Ontologies of professional knowledge are being seen as having value even for their own sake







Goals of Biomedical Ontologies
	To provide a classification of biomedical entities
	To summarize and annotate data
	To simplify the engineering of complex software systems
	To provide a formal specification of biomedical knowledge








Why are people confused?
	There are multiple languages for developing ontologies
	There are multiple reasons for building ontologies
	There is no way to know by inspection which ontologies are well formed, useful, or correct







Ontologies are not like 
journal articles
	It is difficult to judge methodological soundness simply by inspection
	We may wish to use an ontology even though some portions 
	Are not well designed
	Make distinctions that are different from those that we might want




Ontologies are not like 
journal articles II
	The utility of ontologies
	Depends on the task
	May be highly subjective
	Users should want the opinions of more than 2–3 hand-selected reviewers
	Peer review needs to scale to the entire user community




















Solution Snapshot






An experiment to offer standards that define minimal criteria for “good” ontologies


	Open content
	Recognized language
	Unique namespaces
	Appropriate versioning
	Clearly specified content 


	Textual definitions of all terms
	Unambiguously defined relations
	A plurality of independent users
	Commitment to collaborate with other developers
	




The National Center for Biomedical Ontology
	One of three National Centers for Biomedical Computing launched by NIH in 2005
	Collaboration of Stanford, Berkeley, Mayo, Buffalo, Victoria, UCSF, Oregon, and Cambridge
	Primary goal is to make ontologies accessible and usable
	Research will develop technologies for ontology indexing, alignment, and peer review













Goals for BioPortal
	Web accessible repository of ontologies for the biomedical community
	Support for ontology
	Peer review
	Annotation (marginalia)
	Versioning
	Alignment
	Search







Other Center Activities
	Biological Driving Projects that will use BioPortal ontologies to annotate biomedical data
	Collaborating projects that will use BioPortal ontologies for 
	natural-language processing
	information integration
	data and knowledge visualization
	Outreach activities to help different communities to build better ontologies and to utilize the Center’s technology







Ontologies are just the beginning
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There is hope for the confused!
	There are multiple languages for developing ontologies—but standards are emerging!
	There are multiple reasons for building ontologies—we simply need to embrace diversity
	There is no way to know by inspection which ontologies are well formed, useful, or correct—but there are peer-review methods on the horizon













